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Maria Corte Since companies began working more multifunctional and collaborative, exchanging top-down management dotted line reporting with fuzzy responsibility, the work has gotten more complicated. All day every day, most of us are fielding requests. Prases are formal and informal, large and
small. They're not only from direct bosses and team members, but also from internal clients throughout the organization chart. Add to the demands of these external stakeholders, family, friends and acquaintances, and sometimes even complete strangers. Requests continue to enter tables and through
zoom screens by phone, email, and instant message. The influx is daunting. And now more than ever, your professional success and personal well-being depends on how you manage it. You can't say yes to everyone and everything, and do all that right. When you take on too many or wrong things, you
spend time, energy and money and distract yourself from what is really important. However, no one wants to anger or disappoint colleagues or other contacts, or, worse still, turn down the main career and life chances. Therefore, you have to learn when and how to say both no and yes. Felt not protected
by you. The right yes allows you to serve others, make changes, collaborate successfully, and increase your influence. You want to gain a reputation for saying no at the right time for the right reasons and making every yes really count. How do you do that? With decades of research on what makes
people the most highly valued, indispensable employees of hundreds of organizations, I have uncovered a system that I think works. It has three parts: appreciate ask, give a well-founded no, and give yes, which sets you up for success. To appreciate ask when making financial investments, most of us
do some due diligence in looking for more information so that we can make a reasoned judgment. When you say yes or no to the request, you decide where to invest your personal resources, so give the choice the same careful attention. It begins with insisting on a clearly defined ask. Sometimes the ask
is sloppy so you misunderstand: It sounds more or less than it is, or it sends you off in the wrong direction. This is why you should help yourself and asker by obtaining critical information about the request. You can develop a reputation for being very responsive if you engage in this way. This does not
mean that you agree to ask. It simply shows that you are taking your partner's needs seriously, whether you can help or not. You need to ask questions and take notes clarifying all aspects of the request, including costs and benefits. Think about admission notes written by lawyers, accountants, and
doctors— documents created for their own references to get each client's needs data. Basically assisting asker to clarify the request for the proposal. The memo should go to the following questions: What is today's date and time? (This will help you track how the project is developing.) What is asker?
What is required for deliverable? Be specific. When should this be done? What resources will be needed? What is the source of authority on this issue, and do you have that person or group approval? What are the potential benefits? What are the obvious and hidden costs? The bigger or more
complicated you ask, the more information you should collect. Sometimes honoring the request is out of the question. Does the ask seem so insignificant that the intake note seems unnecessary, or it would take longer to draft than simply filling out the request. Indeed, if you tried to drill in every microass,
people can accuse you of creating ridiculous bureaucracy. And they would have a point. But most requests will deserve at least some further investigation before you make a call to them. You'll find that small asking can balloon into large or that what at first sounds impossible turns out to be much easier
than you assumed. You could see that seemingly silly ask is actually cute, or vice versa. This is why the admission note should become a rock-solid habit for everything except the most minor and urgent requests. Make sure you share your list with asker to confirm that you are on the same page. Imagine
the trust your colleagues will gain in your promises if they see you creating a mutually confirmed record of what they need and how much easier they will make your judgment yes or no. Zane (whose name has been changed to protect confidentiality) is a very capable business analyst at a large consumer
electronics company. Until recently, he had a hard time saying no at work, especially to his boss and other senior managers because he was so determined to prove his worth. Inundated by requests, he often found himself terribly overcommitted, working harder and harder, juggling competing priorities as
quickly as possible. He never intended to re-enter, but he often doubled back to the delivery dates for renegotiation, even if he accepted new requests. Soon he began dropping balls, mistakes, and irritating teammates. Every incoming request felt like an attack to fend off, for at least for a while, neither
seemed like the only answer. Finally, Zane's manager, Aiko, intervened and asked that all requests for his time go through him. Although he temporarily lost his power to say yes or no, he learned a lot from his superior process, and eventually, Zane took over himself. We had an intake shape, Zane
explains. What is making and allowing this request? Do we have this data, or the data we need to get or start capturing going forward? Do you need an analysis, is that something we need Do? And what is the business goal? Even after answering these questions, prioritizing competing requests can often
be difficult. In one case, Zane's boss tasked him with setting up a new data capture system as quickly as possible, just as he was pulling together a message to Aiko. The last one was a two-day project. It will take about two weeks for the new system to be set up. Should he immediately focus on the
biggest big shot or first get a quick win? Another challenge for Zane was ranking competing requests from his peers against them, from his two direct reports and from people elsewhere in the organization and beyond. But through the disciplined prep-memo process, Zane got better and better by
comparing how urgent or important each project really was, making a smart decision, and demonstrating to everyone his true service mindset without overextending himself. A well-founded No thoughtful no, delivered at the right time, can be a huge boon, saving time and trouble all down the road. A bad
no, hastily decided, creates problems for everyone, especially you. Bad nos happen if you are not properly appreciated to ask; when you let decisions be driven by personal bias, including not like asker or dismissal from people who don't seem important enough; or if you drop just because you've said yes
to too many other things and there is no power left. Bad nos often causes you to miss out on meaningful experiences and are also more likely to get rejected, leaving hard feelings on both sides. A good no is about time and logic. You have to say no to things that are not allowed, that cannot be done or
that, at the balance sheet end, should not be done. I call these no gates, a concept I borrowed from a project management technique called stage-gate reviews that divides initiatives into separate phases and then on every go, no go decision. Maria Corte First Gate is the easiest to understand. If there are
procedures, guidelines or rules that prohibit you from doing anything, or someone has already made it clear that this category of work is out of bounds for you, at least for now, then you just give a straight no. (If you think it's against the rules for everyone, please also consider talking to the interrogator of
the continuing idea.) What are you saying? I have no room for manoeuvre here. This request violates the policy/rules/laws. So you really shouldn't do it at all. Perhaps I can help you to re-run your request in accordance with the rules so that it can be considered afterwards. Turning people at the second
gate is also simple (at least sometimes). If the request is not possible, you say: I just can't do that. If you just don't have the opportunity to give on it, then you say, Sorry, it's beyond my skill set. I'm not even close. What to do if you don't have have the experience and skills to handle demand quickly and
convincingly, but could you get them? The answer could still be no. But the answer might also be this is not my specialty. This means that if you assume that I need extra time to climb the learning curve, then I'll crack at it. This could be a development opportunity for you and, ultimately, give the applicant
a new go-to person (for you) for this type of project. The most common reason I can't, however, is the over-associatedness. In these cases, people tend to say things like, With all the other priorities I'm balancing, I don't have the availability to do it anytime soon. It's a forced no. If you can't avoid this, try to
save the option to execute the request later or help down the path when you have access. What is the best way to respond? I am already committed to other responsibilities and projects. I'd love to do it for you later. If that's not possible, I'd love to be in the service of something like the future. The third
gate is the trickiest because whether or not anything merits doing is not always clear at first. You need to make a judgement on the likelihood of your success, about the potential return on investment, and about meeting your and your organization's priorities. And sometimes the answer to the request is



perhaps or not yet. What do you say in these cases? I need to know more. Let me ask you the following questions.... Basically, you get a person who needs help for a more thorough or compelling proposal. What if you understand to ask, and you don't think it's worth the goal for you right now? You could
say: It's not something I have to say yes to at this time, because the likelihood of success is low, ... the necessary resources are too large, ... it does not meet current priorities or the likely outcome is [otherwise somehow not desirable]. When it comes to time, the most important thing is to be thoroughly
involved with demand. Then answer quickly. Don't give precipitous no, or you will risk seeming dismissive. But don't string your colleague together, either. If your not really mean not at the moment, but soon, then let the person know that. If the answer is No, but I know someone who can or can not, but I
can give you support that will help someone else do it, then say that as soon as possible. If the answer isI can't, can't, or shouldn't do, and it's a bad idea, so you shouldn't do it either, have that conversation before the asker pushes you or anyone else further. When Zane regularly started tuning in to every
ask and doing his due diligence, he found it much easier to see when he refused the request and became much more confident in giving a well-founded no or not yet. For example, around the time he was balancing this message to Aiko by setting up a new system for her boss, Zane had to reject or delay
filling out several other requests. As usual, he gave a lot of standard These data just don't have system answers. But he also said no to the request for a wild goose chase from a peer to his boss, who had a history of wasting his time. I wasn't building a correlation pattern again, unable to find the model
he was looking for, Zane explains, noting that he also gave Aiko a heads-up to make sure no one would be surprised. He also delayed filling in a request from another executive peer from Aiko's, saying something along the lines we've never collected that particular data before. Maybe we can start, but I
wouldn't be free to work on that for a few weeks. As Zane takes an increasingly diligent, businesslike approach, his colleagues came deeply applitying his assessments and answers, and over time his judgment. Effective Yes Every good no makes space better yes, one that adds value, builds
relationships, and enhances your reputation. What is better yes? It is aligned with mission, values, priorities, basic rules and walking orders from above. This is something that you can do, ideally good, fast, and with confidence. In other words, it includes one of your specialties or the opportunity to create
a new one. This allows you to invest in time, energy and resources for something that is very likely to succeed and offers significant potential benefits. The key to a big yes is clear communication and a focused implementation plan. First, explain why you say yes: You can enrich the project, you want to
collaborate, you see the benefits. Then pin down your action plan, especially with regard to deliverables for any scope. Make sure you agree with the information, including what the requester needs from you, what you will do together, how and when the work will be done, what is monitoring, and when you
discuss the issue next. If this is a multi-step process, you may need to have several of these conversations as you go along. With the growing reputation of professionalism and good judgment, Zane was in greater demand, but it also had increasing discretion to choose between competing responsibilities
and projects. As the company moved to a more sophisticated approach to business intelligence (data collection, analysis, reporting, and modeling forecasting), his investment was sought by several executives he worked with, and his views were given a lot of weight. As a result, Zane was a leading
analyst on the implementation of the new corporate resource management system, which he describes as the greatest professional development experience of his career. CONCLUSION Most people have too much to do and too little time. Yes requests from bosses, teammates and others can make you
feel important, but there may be a recipe for burnout. The only way to be sustainably successful is to get really good at saying no in a way that makes people feel respected and say yes only if your reasoning is correct and you have a clear plan to attack. A version of this article appeared in the September-
October 2020 Harvard Business Review. Report.
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